**BREATHER FILTERS**

Primarily for use on a double acting unit being used as single action. Filters dirt out of cylinder end displacing air. Used often on oil reservoirs, or any part of hydraulic circuit where air is displaced. Filter material can be removed easily and cleaned for re-use. 1/2" or 3/8" NPT.

### 1" DIA. CLEVIS PINS

- Part #190400005 (PSP-1376) 1" x 2 1/8" Between Retainer grooves which use #220001504 Cotter Pins
- Part #190400001 (PSP-1377) 1" x 2 3/4" Between Retainer grooves which use #220001504 Cotter Pins
- Part #190400004 1" x 3 1/4" Between Retainer grooves which use #220001504 Cotter Pins

**BRONZE BREATHERS**

**LOW-PROFILE BRONZE BREATHERS**

- 1/8 NPTF - 270003001 - PM-BHF-7
- 1/4 NPTF - 270003015 - PM-BHF-8
- 3/8 NPTF - 270003019 - PM-BHF-9
- 1/2 NPTF - 270003016 - PM-BHF-10
- 3/4 NPTF - 270003017 - PM-BHF-11

**SMALL BREATHERS**

- PM-BHF-3 1/2" NPT 3 oz.
- PM-BHF-4 3/8" NPT 3 oz.
- PM-BHF-5 7/8" ORB (with "0" Ring) 3 oz.
- PM-BHF-6 3/4" ORB (with "0" Ring) 3 oz.


**HYDRAULIC PRESSURE GAUGE**

### 1" DIA. SWAGED WASHER ONE END CLEVIS PINS WITH HOLE

- Part #190400012 1" x 2-1/8" Between Retainers with 13/64" hole drilled in one end to use #220001504 Cotter Pins
- Part #190400013 1" x 2-3/4" Between Retainer with 13/64" hole drilled in one end to use #220001504 Cotter Pins
- Part #220001504 Cotter Pin for above.

**1 1/4" DIA. CLEVIS PINS**

- Part #190600016 1 1/4" x 3-3/16" Between Retainers with 13/64" hole drilled in BOTH ends to use #220001504 Cotter Pins shown above.

**HARDENED PIN HOLE BUSHING**

### 1" DIA. HARDENED PINS

- Part #190400035 1" x 3 1/4" Between Retainer grooves which use #220001504 Cotter Pins

- Part #190600024 1 1/4" x 3 3/16" Between Retainer grooves which use #220001504 Cotter Pins
- Part #190600025 1 1/4" x 3" Between Retainer grooves which use #220001504 Cotter Pins